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Chapter 1
Introdu tion
This work will be

on erned with neutrino physi s and, in parti ular, with neutrino

os illations. Therefore, a short introdu tion into the history of neutrino physi s, the
standard model of parti le physi s and neutrino os illations will be given in this
ter. It is followed by a brief outlook on the subsequent
onvention

1.1

~=c=1

hap-

hapters. From now on, the

will be used.

History of neutrino physi s

In 1930, Wolfgang Pauli postulated the existen e of a new parti le, a neutral fermion
with spin 1/2 and small mass, whi h he
ontinuous spe trum of the

β -de

alled the neutron, in order to des ribe the

ay pro ess

A
ZX

−
→A
Z+1 Y + e + ν e .

(1.1)

If no antineutrino took part in the de ay pro ess, the energy spe trum of the ele tron
A
would have to be dis rete and its energy would be the energy dieren e between Z X
A
and Z+1 Y . Furthermore, without the presen e of the antineutrino, angular momentum
would not be

onserved. In 1932, James Chadwi k dis overed the parti le now known

as the neutron. It was

lear that this parti le

ould not be the same as the parti le

whi h had been postulated by Pauli, sin e Pauli's neutron
mass of one per ent of the proton mass.

ould at most have the

Therefore, Pauli's neutron was given the

new name neutrino by Fermi in 1933. In the same year, it was

on luded that the

neutrino had to be massless and in the following year, Fermi presented his theory of

β -de

ay.

It was very di ult to dete t the neutrino in experiments dire tly due to

the extreme smallness of neutrino intera tion
1

ross-se tions. Thus, it took until 1956
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that the existen e of the ele tron neutrino

ould be veried experimentally by Clyde

L. Cowan Jr. and Frederi k Reines by means of the inverse

β -de

ay pro ess

ν e + p → n + e+ .

(1.2)

In 1962, Leon M. Lederman, Melvin S hwartz, and Ja k Steinberger dete ted the muon
neutrino. The rst dire t dete tion of the tau neutrino was announ ed by the DONUT
ollaboration at Fermilab in 2000.
Neutrino-os illation experiments started in the late 1960s. One of the rst experiments whi h observed the os illation of solar neutrinos was the Homestake experiment
by Raymond Davis Jr. It operated from 1970 until 1994. In the late 1990s, more a urate neutrino-os illation experiments su h as the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory and
Super-Kamiokande began to measure the neutrino-os illation parameters. This is a still
ongoing pro ess with new experiments trying to advan e previous experimental results.

1.2

Standard model of elementary parti le physi s

The standard model of elementary parti le physi s (SM) is the theory whi h des ribes
the fundamental for es of strong, weak, and ele tromagneti
damental fermioni

parti les of whi h all matter

intera tions and the fun-

onsists. The fundamental fermions

are arranged in two dierent groups, the quarks, whi h have
tera t via the strong for e, and the leptons, whi h do not have

olor
olor

harge and

an in-

harge and

annot

intera t via the strong for e. The quarks and leptons are divided into three generations,
where ea h quark and lepton has a partner in the other two generations. These partners
have the same properties but very dierent masses. The masses of the parti les in rease
from generation to generation, whi h means that the fundamental fermions in the rst
generation are the lightest ones and therefore stable.

In the quark se tor, the three

generations are

     
u
c
t
,
,
,
d
s
b
where

u

is the up quark,

the bottom quark, and

d

the down quark,

t the

s

(1.3)

the strange quark,

c

the

harm quark,

b

top quark (in order of their masses). More pre isely, these

are the elds standing for the respe tive parti les. In the lepton se tor, the generations
are

     
τ
µ
e
,
,
,
ντ
νµ
νe

where

e

is the ele tron,

the tau, and

ντ

νe

the ele tron neutrino,

µ

(1.4)

the muon,

νµ

the muon neutrino,

τ

the tau neutrino. Again, to be more pre ise, these are the elds whi h

stand for the respe tive parti les.
The quarks

arry an ele tri

harge of

(down, strange, and bottom quark). The

+2/3

(up,

harm, and top quark) or

−1/3

harged leptons, i.e. ele tron, muon, and tau,
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arry an ele tri
The

harge of

3

−1,

whereas the neutrinos do not

orresponding antiparti les to the quarks and leptons

arry any ele tri

harge.

arry the negative ele tri

harge of the parti les.
Within the SM, the fundamental for es are mediated by gauge bosons. These are
±
0
for e, the W
and Z for the weak for e, and eight

the photon for the ele tromagneti

gluons for the strong for e, summing up to a total of twelve gauge bosons. The parti les
whi h

arry

olor

whi h

arry ele tri

ele tromagneti

harge, i.e. the quarks,

an intera t via the strong for e, the parti les

harge, i.e. the quarks and

harged leptons,

for e, and all fundamental fermions

an intera t via the

an intera t via the weak for e. In

addition, there is the Higgs boson whi h is responsible for the

ir umstan e that the

arriers of the weak intera tion and the massive parti les have mass (the photon and
the gluons are massless in the SM).
It should also be pointed out that the three neutrinos are postulated to be massless
in the SM. This is the

ase be ause a Dira

mass term would require right-handed Dira

neutrinos whi h are not observed experimentally. In order to obtain neutrino masses,
it is ne essary to extend the SM. This

an be done by introdu ing right-handed sterile

neutrinos, i.e. neutrinos whi h do not intera t weakly, or by allowing neutrinos to be of
Majorana type. In the framework of these extensions, the smallness of neutrino masses
( ompared to the masses of the
means of the so

harged leptons)

an be motivated. This is done by

alled seesaw me hanism where very heavy right-handed neutrinos are

responsible for the small masses of the left-handed neutrinos.

1.3

Neutrino os illations

Neutrino os illations are pro esses in whi h a neutrino, that was produ ed in one of
the three avor states

νe , νµ ,

or

ντ ,

travels a

ertain distan e and does not ne essarily

retain its initial avor state. This means that it is possible that the neutrino is found
in one of the two other avor states. The idea for these neutrino os illations was rstly
introdu ed by Bruno Ponte orvo [1, 2℄.
The neutrino-os illation framework whi h

oin ides best with experimental results

requires massive neutrinos. More spe i ally, it requires at least two massive neutrinos
with dierent masses. In addition, the neutrino mass eigenstates (i.e. the states with
denite mass) must not be the same as the neutrino avor eigenstates, whi h means that
there must be neutrino mixing. In other words, a neutrino avor eigenstate is a linear
ombination of neutrino mass eigenstates. In the extreme relativisti
normal

limit, whi h is the

ase for propagating neutrinos, the probability for neutrino os illations taking

pla e is not dependent on the absolute neutrino masses but only on their mass squared
2
2
2
dieren es ∆mij = mi − mj , where mi is the mass of the neutrino mass eigenstate
|νi i. This is the standard neutrino-os illation ase and therefore, these os illations are
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alled standard mass-dieren e neutrino os illations. Their me hanism will be further
dis ussed in Chapter 2.

1.4

Outlook

This thesis is

on erned with the os illation of high-energy

osmogeni

neutrinos and

antineutrinos, i.e. neutrinos and antineutrinos whi h have travelled very long distan es
before arriving on Earth.

The

reation of high-energy

osmogeni

neutrinos and an-

tineutrinos is related to ultrahigh-energy osmi rays, whi h will be dis ussed in Chapter
3. High-energy

osmogeni

esses of ultrahigh-energy

neutrinos and antineutrinos are produ ed in s attering proosmi

rays and

opti al, and ultraviolet wavelengths.
o the

osmi

osmi

ba kgrounds at mi rowave, infrared,

The most important pro ess is the s attering

mi rowave ba kground, known as the GreisenZatsepinKuzmin me h-

anism. The GreisenZatsepinKuzmin me hanism forms, along with the
ing s attering pro esses involving the other
of

osmogeni

1020

orrespond-

osmi

ba kgrounds, the dominant sour e
14
neutrinos and antineutrinos in the energy range between 10
eV and

eV.

An experiment sensitive to high-energy

osmogeni

neutrinos and antineutrinos is

the I eCube neutrino observatory, whi h will be dis ussed in Chapter 4.

It is sen-

sitive to high-energy tau neutrinos and antineutrinos via several dierent tau neutrino/antineutrinos indu ed signatures. The energy of these

osmogeni

tau neutrinos

and antineutrinos is mu h higher than the neutrino energies available at other present
neutrino-os illation experiments. Therefore, it
trino os illations for nonstandard

an serve as an instrument to probe neu-

ontributions, sin e standard mass-dieren e neutrino

os illations are more and more suppressed with in reasing neutrino energy. In this thesis, the fo us is put on the
splitting.
o

ase of nonstandard

ontributions arising from Fermi-point

It is assumed that neutrinos have Fermi-point splitting, analogous to the

urren e of Fermi-point splitting in quantum phase transitions of fermioni

atomi

gases at ultralow temperatures. The ee t of Fermi-point splitting on neutrino os illations

ompared to the standard mass-dieren e

ase (Chapter 5) and the resulting

impli ations for the results of the I eCube experiment will be dis ussed in Chapter 6.
In parti ular, it will be analyzed up to whi h order of magnitude the I eCube experiment is sensitive to

ontributions from Fermi-point splitting and what impa t the

of possible CP violation in the Fermi-point splitting se tor

an have.

ase

Chapter 2
Standard mass-dieren e neutrino
os illations
The prin iple of standard mass-dieren e (MD) neutrino os illations is relatively simple
and equals that of many other quantum me hani al systems. If we onsider, for example,
a quantum system with two energy levels

E1

and

E2 , then the eigenstates of the system

are the states whi h diagonalize its Hamiltonian. Note that if the system is in an initial
state whi h does not

orrespond to one of the eigenstates, then the probability to nd

the system in this state os illates in time with a frequen y

ω21 = E2 − E1 .

In standard MD neutrino os illations, the neutrino mass matrix takes the role of the
Hamiltonian. The mass matrix is diagonal in the basis of the neutrino mass eigenstates,
but in general, the avor eigenstates are not the same as the mass eigenstates. Thus,
for a neutrino

reated in a spe i

avor state, the probability to nd the neutrino in

this very state os illates with time.
If we

onsider standard MD neutrino os illations in the

ase of a Dira

neutrino

mass term, the part of the Lagrangian whi h des ribes the lepton masses and

harged

urrent weak intera tions is given by

g
Lℓ = − √ ℓαL γ µ ναL Wµ† − ℓαL (Mℓ )αβ ℓβR − ναL (Mν )αβ νβR + h.c. ,
2
where

g

is a

oupling

onstant,

neutrino avor eigenelds,
mass matrix, and
The matri es

Wµ

ℓα

We

harged lepton avor eigenelds,

is one of the weak gauge elds,

Mν the neutrino
Mℓ and Mν are

unitary transformations.

denotes the

an

(2.1)

Mℓ

the

να

the

harged lepton

mass matrix.
omplex matri es whi h
hoose unitary matri es

an be diagonalized by bi-

UL , UR , VL ,

and

VR

su h

that

UL† · Mν · UR = Mν ,

(2.2a)

VL† · Mℓ · VR = Mℓ ,

(2.2b)

5
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where

Mν

and

Mℓ are diagonal matri

lepton mass eigenelds to be

1

es. Then, we

an dene the neutrino and harged

νiL = (UL† )iα ναL ,

(2.3a)

νiR = (UR† )iα ναR ,

(2.3b)

ℓiL = (VL† )iα ℓαL ,

(2.3 )

ℓiR = (VR† )iα ℓαR .

(2.3d)

Now, the Lagrangian in Eq. (2.1)

an be written in the mass eigeneld basis as

g
Lℓ = − √ ℓiL γ µ Uij νjL Wµ† − ℓiL mℓi ℓiR − νiL mνi νiR + h.c. ,
2
where

mℓi = (Mℓ )ii

trino masses.

are the

The matrix

harged lepton masses and

U = VL† UL

is

mνi = (Mν )ii

(2.4)

are the neu-

alled the leptoni

mixing matrix or the

MakiNakagawaSakata (MNS) matrix [3℄ whi h is the leptoni

analog of the Cabibbo

KobayashiMaskawa (CKM) matrix in the quark se tor.

2.1

General neutrino-os illation probability

The leptoni

mixing matrix relates the neutrino avor eigenstates

mass eigenstates

If a neutrino is

|νi i:

∗
|να i = Uαi
|νi i.

to the neutrino

(2.5)

|να i at time t = 0, we an now al ulate
later time t in the avor state |νβ i. For

reated in the initial avor state

the probability of nding the neutrino at a
doing this, it is

|να i

onvenient to

al ulate the time evolution of the initial state in the mass

eigenstate basis, sin e the neutrino mass matrix expressed in this basis is diagonal and
therefore, the time evolution of an initial state is given by just multiplying a phase fa tor.
∗
In the mass eigenstate basis, the initial state at t = 0 be omes |ν(0)i ≡ |να i = Uαi |νi i.
The neutrino state at later time t is then

|ν(t)i =
1 Latin

X
j

∗
Uαj
exp (−iEj t) |νj i,

(2.6)

indi es denote mass eigenelds, whereas Greek indi es denote avor eigenelds. It
is summed over double indi es.

2.2. Two-avor ase
where the

Ej

7

are the energy eigenvalues of the mass eigenstates. The probability am-

plitude that the neutrino is in the avor eigenstate

AMD (να → νβ ; t) = hνβ |ν(t)i =
=

X

=

X

j

X
j

|νβ i

at time

t

be omes

∗
Uαj
exp (−iEj t) hνβ |νj i

∗
Uβk Uαj
exp (−iEj t) hνk |νj i =
∗
Uβj exp (−iEj t) Uαj
=

j

X

X

∗
Uβk Uαj
exp (−iEj t) δkj

j

†
Uβj exp (−iEj t) Ujα
.

j

(2.7)
†
The physi al meaning of the nal expression is that Ujα transforms the initial avor
eigenstate |να i into the mass eigenstate |νj i. The fa tor exp (−iEj t) is the propagator
des ribing the time evolution in the mass eigenstate basis and

evolved mass eigenstate

|νβ i.

|νj i ba

Uβj

transforms the time-

k into the avor basis, namely into the avor eigenstate

The probability for an os illation between two avor eigenstates, i.e. the proba-

bility of a transition between these two states is then

X

P MD (να → νβ ; t) = |AMD (να → νβ ; t)|2 =

2

†
Uβj exp (−iEj t) Ujα
.

(2.8)

j

This is the general form of the MD neutrino-os illation probability for an arbitrary
number of avors.

2.2

Two-avor ase

A simple

ase of standard MD neutrino os illations is the two-avor

νµ . In this ase, the leptoni


cos(θ0 ) sin(θ0 )
,
U ≡ U(θ0 ) =
− sin(θ0 ) cos(θ0 )

to have only two neutrino avors
an be written as

where

θ0

νe

and

ase, i.e. we assume
mixing matrix

U

(2.9)

is the neutrino mixing angle with the domain

h πi
θ0 ∈ 0,
.
4

(2.10)

Then, the relation between the neutrino avor and mass eigenstates is as follows

|νe i = cos(θ0 ) |ν1 i + sin(θ0 ) |ν2 i,
|νµ i = − sin(θ0 ) |ν1 i + cos(θ0 ) |ν2 i.

(2.11)

If we substitute Eq. (2.11) into the general MD neutrino-os illation probability (2.8),
we obtain

P

MD

(νe → νµ ; t) = P

MD

2

2

(νµ → νe ; t) = sin (2θ0 ) sin




1
(E2 − E1 )t .
2

(2.12)
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If we further take into a
energy

Eν ,

and masses

ount that for relativisti

neutrinos with momentum

p, kineti

mj ,
Ej =

q

p2

+

m2j

m2j
m2j
≃p+
≃p+
,
2p
2Eν

(2.13)

Eq. (2.12) be omes

P
where

MD

(νe → νµ ; t) = P

MD

2

(νµ → νe ; t) = sin (2θ0 ) sin

2




∆m2
t ,
4Eν

(2.14)

∆m2 ≡ m22 − m21 .

The survival probabilities be ome

P

MD

due to the

where

(νe → νe ; t) = P

MD

2

(νµ → νµ ; t) = 1 − sin (2θ0 ) sin

2




∆m2
t ,
4Eν

(2.15)

ondition

α ∈ {e, µ}.

P MD (να → νe ; t) + P MD (να → νµ ; t) = 1 ,

For relativisti neutrinos, it also holds that
by the neutrinos. Using this fa t, Eq. (2.14)

L ≃ t, with L being the distan

(2.16)

e travelled

an be written as



2 L
,
P (νe → νµ ; L) = P (νµ → νe ; L) = sin (2θ0 ) sin 1.27 ∆m
Eν
where L is in m and Eν in MeV or L is in km and Eν in GeV.
MD

MD

2

2

We observe that the MD neutrino-os illation probability
amplitude whi h is only dependent on the mixing angle

θ0

(2.17)

onsists of two fa tors. An
and an os illation fa tor

whi h depends on the neutrino mass squared dieren e, the neutrino energy
the distan e

L

travelled by the neutrinos.

Eν ,

and

In neutrino experiments, the distan e

i.e. the baseline of the experiment, is normally kept xed and the energy

Eν

L,

is the

the only variable. In order to obtain a su iently large neutrino-os illation probability
in the energy range of an experiment (whi h has a lower limit) the os illation phase
must not be too small, i.e. the baseline must be long enough. On the other hand, the
dete tors in neutrino experiments have limited energy resolution. Therefore, neutrino
os illations must not be too fast in order to observe the os illatory behavior and not
just the

onstant average. This means that the os illation phase must not be too large

and the same has to hold for the baseline.

2.3

Three-avor ase

In the

ase of three neutrino avors (νe ,

depends on three mixing angles

2 This

θ12 , θ13 ,

νµ , and ντ ), the leptoni mixing matrix U
θ23 and one (CP violating2) phase δ . The

and

will be further dis ussed in Se . 2.4.

2.3. Three-avor ase
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standard parameterization

oin ides with the standard parameterization of the quark

mixing matrix:


c12 c13
s12 c13
s13 e−iδ
U(θ12 , θ13 , θ23 , δ) = −s12 c23 − c12 s23 s13 eiδ c12 c23 − s12 s23 s13 eiδ s23 c13  ,
s12 s23 − c12 c23 s13 eiδ −c12 s23 − s12 c23 s13 eiδ c23 c13


(2.18)

where

δ

sij ≡ sin θij

and

are [4℄

cij ≡ cos θij .

The domains of the mixing angles

h πi
θij ∈ 0,
,
2
δ ∈ [0, 2π) .

θij

and the phase

(2.19a)
(2.19b)

It is instru tive to dene the evolution Hamiltonian

′
HMD

expressed in avor eigen-

state basis

′
HMD
= U(θ12 , θ13 , θ23 , δ) · diag (E1 , E2 , E3 ) · U † (θ12 , θ13 , θ23 , δ)


m21
m22
m23
≃ U(θ12 , θ13 , θ23 , δ) · diag p +
· U † (θ12 , θ13 , θ23 , δ) ,
, p+
, p+
2Eν
2Eν
2Eν
(2.20)
where

ondition (2.13) has been applied.

only result in an overall phase fa tor, we

HMD ≡

′
HMD

1
HMD

Sin e terms proportional to the identity
an dene a new evolution Hamiltonian



m21
1,
− p+
2Eν

(2.21)

whi h does not alter the MD neutrino-os illation probabilities. It has the expli it form

HMD =
where

1
U(θ12 , θ13 , θ23 , δ) · diag (0, ∆m221 , ∆m231 ) · U † (θ12 , θ13 , θ23 , δ) ,
2Eν

∆m2k1 ≡ m2k − m21 .

Contrary to the two-avor
avors, whi h
However, we

an be

(2.22)

ase, the MD neutrino-os illation probabilities with three

al ulated by means of Eq. (2.8), do not have a simple form.

an apply some limiting

ases whi h are of pra ti al interest and lead

to simple approximate expressions for the MD neutrino-os illation probabilities in the
framework of two-avor MD neutrino os illations. At rst, one

an assume a hierar hy

between the mass squared dieren es

|∆m221 | ≪ |∆m231 | ,
whi h is based on the results of solar and atmospheri
hierar hy allows two

m3 ≪ m1 ≤ m2

ases: either

whi h is

m1 ≪ m2 ≪ m3

alled inverted hierar hy.

(2.23)
neutrino experiments.

whi h is

This

alled normal hierar hy or
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Consider now the limiting
rea tor, and a

ase

∆m221 → 0.

This

ase is of interest in atmospheri ,

elerator neutrino experiments. The probability for os illations between

two neutrino avor states then takes the form

P

MD

2

2

(να → νβ ; L) = 4 |Uα3 | |Uβ3 | sin

2




∆m231
L .
4Eν

(2.24)

This has the same form as the MD neutrino-os illation probability in the two-avor
The MD neutrino-os illation probabilities among

P

MD

νe , νµ ,

and

ντ

then are as follows


∆m231
L
(νe → νµ ; L) = 4 |Ue3| |Uµ3 | sin
4Eν


∆m231
2
2
2
L ,
= sin (θ23 ) sin (2θ13 ) sin
4Eν
2

2

2




∆m231
L
P (νe → ντ ; L) = 4 |Ue3 | |Uτ 3 | sin
4Eν


∆m231
2
2
2
L ,
= cos (θ23 ) sin (2θ13 ) sin
4Eν


∆m231
MD
2
2
2
P (νµ → ντ ; L) = 4 |Uµ3 | |Uτ 3 | sin
L
4Eν


∆m231
4
2
2
L ,
= cos (θ13 ) sin (2θ23 ) sin
4Eν
MD

with

2

2

2

ase.



(2.25)

(2.26)

(2.27)

P MD (νβ → να ) = P MD (να → νβ ).

Another limiting

ase is the one valid for solar MD neutrino os illations and very

long-baseline rea tor experiments. For this

ase, it holds that

∆m231
L ≫ 1.
2Eν

(2.28)

Then, the neutrino os illations due to the mass squared dieren es
only

∆m231

are fast and

ause an average ee t. The ele tron neutrino survival probability be omes ap-

proximately

P MD (νe → νe ) ≃ cos4 (θ13 ) P + sin4 (θ13 ) ,
where

P

θ0 = θ12 ,

is the

νe

survival probability in the two-avor

ase with

(2.29)

∆m2 = ∆m221

and

i.e.

2

P = 1 − sin (2θ12 ) sin




∆m221
L .
4Eν

(2.30)

2.4. CP, T, and CPT invarian es

2.4

11

CP, T, and CPT invarian es

Let us re all the equations for the general MD neutrino-os illation amplitude, Eq. (2.7)

AMD (να → νβ ; t) =

X

∗
Uβj exp (−iEj t) Uαj
,

(2.31)

j

and for the general MD neutrino-os illation probability, Eq. (2.8)

P MD (να → νβ ; t) =
In the

X

2

∗
.
Uβj exp (−iEj t) Uαj

(2.32)

j

ase of neutrinos, CP essentially a ts as the transformation between neutrinos

and antineutrinos. This a tion orresponds to the transformation of the leptoni mixing
∗
matrix U → U . If one has CP invarian e, this means that the MD neutrino-os illation
probabilities between neutrinos and the

orresponding antineutrinos

oin ide:

P MD (να → νβ ; t) = P MD (ν α → ν β ; t)
or

X

∗
Uβj exp (−iEj t) Uαj

2

X

=

an

2

∗
Uβj
exp (−iEj t) Uαj ,

on lude that we need to have

U = U∗

for CP invarian e.

An interesting question now arising is when CP is not
avors,

U

is a general unitary

angles and

n(n + 1)/2

n×n

phases.

matrix and it

In the

remain. From this follows that the

n≥3

ondition

U =U

n neutrino
n(n − 1)/2

2n − 1 phases
(n − 1)(n − 2)/2 physi al
neutrinos,

∗

and CP

onservation

an be

phases

an only be

neutrino avors.

If we look at T transformations, these have the a tion
os illation amplitude (2.31), this means that

AMD (να → νβ ; t) =

X

MD

X

A

onserved. For

an be parametrized by

ase of Dira

absorbed into the left-handed elds and therefore,
violated for

(2.34)

j

j

from whi h we

(2.33)

(να → νβ ; −t) =

j

For the MD neutrino-

T

∗
Uβj exp (−iEj t) Uαj
−→

Uβj exp (+iEj t)

j

MD

= A

t → −t.

∗
Uαj

=

X

Uαj exp (−iEj t)

∗
Uβj

j

∗

(2.35)

∗

(νβ → να ; t) ,

and therefore, it follows for the os illation probability (2.32)

T

P MD (να → νβ ; t) −→ P MD (να → νβ ; −t) = P MD (νβ → να ; t) ,

(2.36)

Chapter 2. Standard mass-dieren e neutrino os illations
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whi h means that T inter hanges the initial and nal neutrino state. For T invarian e
we then have

P MD (να → νβ ; t) = P MD (νβ → να ; t)
or

X

∗
Uβj exp (−iEj t) Uαj

2

=

X

(2.37)

2

∗
.
Uαj exp (−iEj t) Uβj

(2.38)

j

j

However, this is nothing else but Eq. (2.34) whi h we had for CP invarian e. Thus, for
∗
T being onserved we need as for CP onservation: U = U . This is not very surprising,
sin e we expe t CPT invarian e and therefore, if CP is

onserved, T must be

onserved

as well.
It remains to show that CPT is onserved. The ombined appli ation of the trans∗
formations U → U and t → −t has the following a tion on the MD neutrino-os illation
amplitude (2.31)

CPT

AMD (να → νβ ; t) =

X

∗
Uβj exp (−iEj t) Uαj
−→

MD

X

∗
Uβj
exp (+iEj t) Uαj = AMD (ν β → ν α ; t)

A

(ν α → ν β ; −t) =

j

j

∗
= AMD (να → νβ ; t) ,

whi h means that CPT turns the os illation amplitude into its

omplex

∗

(2.39)

onjugate and

we have indeed CPT invarian e:

P MD (να → νβ ; t) = P MD (ν β → ν α ; t) .

(2.40)

Chapter 3
Ultrahigh-energy osmi rays and
osmogeni neutrinos
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It is known that there exist ultrahigh-energy (UHE) osmi rays with energies above 10
20
eV and even ex eeding 10
eV. These UHE osmi rays mainly onsist of protons, but,
in prin iple, also heavier elements, e.g. iron nu lei, are possible
energy

osmi

rays

pro ess whi h is

an s atter o

osmi

onstituents. Ultrahigh-

mi rowave ba kground (CMB) photons, a

alled GreisenZatsepinKuzmin (GZK) me hanism [5, 6℄.

more, the same s attering

an take pla e with photons of the

osmi

Further-

ultraviolet-opti al

(CUVOB) and infrared (CIB) ba kgrounds [7℄. Both pro esses are the main sour es of
14
osmogeni neutrinos and antineutrinos with energies above 10
eV.
In the following, a short introdu tion to UHE

osmi

rays (Se . 3.1) and the

osmi

mi rowave, UV-opti al, and infrared ba kgrounds (Se . 3.2) will be given, followed by
the des ription of the GZK me hanism in Se . 3.3 and the
the

osmi

osmi

ray s attering o

UV-opti al and infrared ba kgrounds in Se . 3.4. In Se . 3.5, the

ontent of

the pre eeding se tions will be used to determine the energy spe trum of high-energy
osmogeni

3.1
The

neutrinos and antineutrinos.

Possible origin of ultrahigh-energy osmi rays
reation pro ess of UHE

are a number of possible
a tive gala ti

andidates for UHE

onne ted the a

to the Larmor radius
eld strength

rays is to a large extend unknown. However, there
osmi

ray sour es like neutron stars,

nu lei (AGNs), radio galaxies, or gamma ray bursts (GRBs).

A rst estimate for UHE
1984 [8℄. He

osmi

B.

rL

osmi

ray sour es was already performed by Hillas in

elerating pro ess of a

of a relativisti

The Larmor radius

rL

osmi

ray parti le with

parti le with energy

E

in a magneti

harge

Ze

eld with

is given by

rL = 1.08
13

E
,
ZB

(3.1)
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where

rL

is in parse ,

gradually a

B

in mi rogauss, and

E

in units of

1015

eV. If the parti les are

elerated by making many irregular loops in the magneti

gaining energy, the size

L

of the a

eld and thereby

elerating region with su iently strong

B

has to

be mu h larger than two times the Larmor radius

L ≫ 2rL ∼ 2
More pre isely, this

the energy gain of the

harged parti les o

an be expressed by

In this

R

ase, the mean a

eleration time

λ
,
2cβ 2
te

ontaining the magnetized

for a

ta

(3.3)

is the mean free path between two s attering events of the

On the other hand, the mean es ape time
radius

eleration. Then,

urs by ree tion from distin t magnetized

v ≡ βc.
ta =

λ

(3.2)

an be des ribed by the me hanism of Fermi a

 louds whi h move with velo ity

where

E
.
ZB

harged parti le.

harged parti le leaving a sphere of

louds is

te ∼ 1.5

R2
.
cλ

(3.4)

If we assume

λ ∼ rL ,

(3.5)

te > ta ,

(3.6)

and additionally demand

it follows that

L ≡ 2R &
where

L

is in parse ,

B

E
rL
∼
,
β
ZBβ

in mi rogauss, and

E

in units of

(3.7)

1015

eV, as in Eq. (3.1).

Condition (3.7) for protons and iron nu lei is shown in Fig. 3.1 along with possible
sites of

osmi

ray a

eleration. It is apparent that only few

sidered to be able to a

elerate

andidates an be on20
harged parti les to energies of 10
eV. A few of these

andidates will be des ribed in the following.

3.1.1

Neutron stars

A neutron star is the remnant of a massive star, more pre isely of the
As the name suggests it

ore of the star.

onsists mainly of neutrons.

When a massive star explodes in a supernova at the end of its life time, its
ompressed and nally

ollapses into a neutron star, the diameter

L

ore is

of whi h is of the

order of several kilometers. In this pro ess, the neutron star retains most of the star
ore's angular momentum, but it has only a fra tion of the size of the original

ore.

3.1. Possible origin of ultrahigh-energy osmi rays
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Figure 3.1. Size L and magneti eld strength B of possible sites of osmi ray
a eleration, as given in [8℄. Obje ts below the solid/dashed diagonal line are not
able to a elerate protons/iron nu lei to energies of 1020 eV. β is the velo ity of
s attering enters in the Fermi a eleration pro ess divided by the speed of light,
as dis ussed in the main text.

Thus, a neutron star

an have very high rotation velo ities with rotation periods of the

order of millise onds. Additionally, the produ t of star
eld strength on the star surfa e is
very high magneti

eld strengths

B

onserved due to energy

β

small size

of s attering

L,

eld strength

suitable

andidates for sour es of UHE

3.1.2

A tive gala ti

10

o-rotates with the star itself leading to a high

enters in the Fermi a

high magneti

onservation whi h leads to
12

on the surfa e of a neutron star of the order of

G. The magnetosphere of a neutron star
velo ity

ross-se tion and the magneti

B,

osmi

eleration pro ess. The

and high velo ity

β

ombination of

makes neutron stars

rays.

nu lei and radio galaxies

It is believed that in the

enter of all massive galaxies, there exist supermassive bla k
6
10
times that of the Sun). The high gravitational
holes (with masses between 10 and 10

for e of these bla k holes for es the surrounding gala ti
a

matter to form a so

retion dis , from whi h the matter spirals into the bla k hole. Inside the a

alled
retion

dis , high temperatures prevail, whi h makes it an opti ally very a tive region. This
entral a tive region with the bla k hole and the a
In many

ases a

retion dis

forms the AGN.

entral AGN powers two large lobes of a radio galaxy. These lobes

are very a tive in the radio wave band due to syn hroton radiation losses inside the
lobes. This is a result of the relativisti

β ∼ 0.3.

velo ity of matter inside the lobe of the order

Chapter 3. Ultrahigh-energy osmi rays and osmogeni neutrinos
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Ultrahigh-energy osmi rays
lobes. An AGN has an extension

an be produ ed inside AGNs as well as in radio galaxy

L ∼ 0.1

p

A radio galaxy lobe is mu h larger than the

with magneti

order of 10 kp . On the other hand, the magneti
mu h weaker and of the order of 100

3.1.3

eld strengths

B ∼ 1 G.
L of the

entral AGN, with an extension
eld strength

B

inside the lobe is

µG.

Gamma ray bursts

Gamma ray bursts are ashes of high-energy radiation that
other gamma ray sour e in the sky. They

an o

an be brighter than any

ur as single-peaked bursts, but also

as bursts with fast rising and exponential de aying gamma ray ux or the inverse of
the latter. The duration of GRBs is typi ally a few se onds, but

an range from a few

millise onds to minutes.
The

ollapsar model is the

observed GRBs. When the

urrently favored model for the

reation pro ess of most

ore of an extremely massive, rapidly-rotating star

ollapses

into a bla k hole, the infall of material from the star onto the bla k hole powers two
extremely energeti

jets of relativisti ally expanding plasma

onsisting of photons, ele -

trons, and positrons. The opti al depth in the initial plasma jet is high enough that
the photons have energies above the pair produ tion threshold. With progressing expansion of the jets, the opti al depth is redu ed and the photon energy falls below the
pair produ tion threshold. This allows the photons to exit the plasma and the GRB is
reated.
The fast moving plasma of the jets also
leads to high velo ity
dimension
for UHE

L

β

reates high magneti

eld strengths

B

and

enters in Fermi a eleration. Together with a
−5
of the GRB jets of the order of 10
p , these jets form a possible sour e

osmi

of s attering

rays.

A presently running experiment measuring the spe trum of UHE

osmi

rays is the

Pierre Auger Observatory [9℄. The spe trum whi h this experiment observed is given
in Fig. 3.2. It shows that the spe trum of UHE
osmi

ray energy

osmi

rays

J

follows a power law in

E
J ∝ E −2.6 ,

for

E . 1019.6

eV. Above this energy, a

explanation for this

(3.8)

uto in the spe trum is observed.

One

uto is the GZK me hanism whi h will be dis ussed in Se . 3.3.

There are two other interesting results from the Pierre Auger Observatory. The rst
19
1
is that osmi rays with energies above 5.6 × 10
eV from sour es loser than 75 Mp

seem to be

1 Cosmi

orrelated with AGNs. The se ond is that the observed UHE

osmi

rays

rays with these high energies an only originate from lose astrophysi al sour es
(up to a distan e of the order of 100 Mp ) due to the GZK me hanism.

3.2. Cosmi mi rowave, ultraviolet-opti al, and infrared ba kgrounds
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Figure 3.2. Ratio of the UHE osmi ray spe trum J measured by the Pierre
Auger Observatory and a power law behavior ∝ E −2.6 as a fun tion of osmi ray
energy E [9℄.

are most likely protons. Parti les with greater
dee tion in the magneti

eld of our galaxy whi h is too strong for being

with the measured anisotropi

3.2

harge, e.g. iron nu lei, would undergo a

distribution of UHE

osmi

ompatible

rays [10℄.

Cosmi mi rowave, ultraviolet-opti al, and
infrared ba kgrounds

The most known

osmi

radiation (CMBR). It

ba kground radiation is the

osmi

mi rowave ba kground

orresponds to the radiation of a bla k body with a temperature

of 2.7 K and is onsidered as eviden e for the inationary big bang theory, whi h involves
the expansion of the universe after the initial big bang.
The present pi ture of the origin of the CMBR is as follows. During the rst period
of its existen e the universe was in thermal equilibrium and photons were

ontinually

absorbed and emitted leading to a bla k body spe trum of the radiation. With proeeding expansion, the universe

ooled down to a temperature of approximately 3000

K at whi h ele trons and nu lei started to form hydrogen atoms, a pro ess known as
re ombination.

The re ombination pro ess stopped the main intera tion me hanism

between photons and matter, namely Thomson s attering, and the universe be ame
transparent for photons. Thus, the photon eld de oupled from matter, but retained
its bla k body spe trum. This is the CMBR we observe today, but as a

onsequen e of
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Figure 3.3. Spe trum of the osmi ba kground radiations as a fun tion of
photon energy E and wavelength λ, as given in [11℄. Along with the CMB, the
CIB, and the CUVOB, the osmi radio ba kground (CRB), the osmi X-ray
ba kground (CXB), and the osmi gamma ray ba kground (CGB) are shown.

the subsequent expansion of the universe after the de oupling pro ess, it is strongly redshifted

ompared to the radiation dire tly after de oupling. Therefore, the temperature

of the CMBR today is 2.7 K whi h lies in the mi rowave region of the ele tromagneti
spe trum.
Besides the CMB, there are other

osmi

ba kgrounds in dierent spe tral areas.

The CIB and the CUVOB are examples for these additional ba kgrounds. They do not
follow a bla k body spe trum in
of the ele tromagneti

ontrast to the CMB, sin e they are the

radiation of galaxies.

onsequen e

The superposition of the light of many

galaxies with dierent distan es to Earth, i.e. their light arrives with dierent redshifts
on Earth, form these additional

osmi

ba kgrounds.

Figure 3.3 shows the spe trum of the CMB, the CIB, and the CUVOB along with
other

osmi

ba kgrounds. The CMB follows the typi al bla k body spe trum. Com-

pared to the CMB, the CIB and the CUVOB are fainter, approximately two orders of
magnitude, and all other ba kgrounds are at least four orders of magnitude below the
CMB.

3.3

GreisenZatsepinKuzmin me hanism

Cosmi

ray protons with extremely high energies

an s atter o CMB photons. This

pro ess is known as the GreisenZatsepinKuzmin me hanism [5, 6℄. In this intera tion,

3.3. GreisenZatsepinKuzmin me hanism

p
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p

n

p
∆+

∆+
γ

γ

π+
(a)

π+
π−

(b)

Feynman diagrams of the photopion pro esses (3.9a) represented by
diagram (a) and (3.9b) represented by diagram (b). The diagrams were reated
with FeynArts [12℄.

Figure 3.4.

the proton and the CMB photon
so

reate a

∆+

resonan e whi h subsequently de ays into

alled photopions. Examples for these rea tions are

p + γ −→ ∆+ −→ n + π + ,

(3.9a)

p + γ −→ ∆+ −→ p + π + + π − ,

(3.9b)

orresponding Feynman diagrams are given in Fig. 3.4. The proton energy Ep for
+
these pro esses depending on the ∆ mass m∆+ , the proton mass mp , the CMB photon

the

energy

θ

Eγ ,

and the angle between the momenta of the initial proton and CMB photon

is given by

Ep =
The derivation of this formula

m2∆+ − m2p
.
2Eγ (1 − cos θ)

(3.10)

an be found in Appendix A. For the rea tion (3.9a),

the ee tive proton threshold energy

EGZK

an be

al ulated to be

EGZK ≃ 8 × 1019 eV ,
with

θ = π , Eγ = 2 × 10−3

(3.11)

eV, at whi h the photon energy density is 1/10 of its
∆+ , m∆+ = 1232 MeV [13℄. This has two

maximum, and the mass of the lightest
onsequen es. First, we expe t a
the so

alled GZK

2

uto in the

uto [5, 6℄ , sin e the

osmi -ray energy spe trum above

osmi -ray protons loose energy via rea tions

like (3.9a) and (3.9b) as long as their energy is above

2 Experimental

EGZK ,

EGZK .

Se ond, the produ ed pions

indi ation for the GZK uto is given in Se . 3.1.
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de ay with neutrinos and antineutrinos as de ay produ ts [14℄, mainly in the following
rea tions (99.99 % bran hing ratio [13℄)

π + −→ µ+ + νµ −→ e+ + νe + νµ + ν µ ,

(3.12a)

π − −→ µ− + ν µ −→ e− + ν e + ν µ + νµ .

(3.12b)

These are the dominating GZK neutrino produ tion pro esses for neutrino energies Eν
17
larger than ∼10 eV. At lower energies, neutrons produ ed for examples in rea tions like
(3.9a) are the dominating sour e of GZK neutrinos. The neutrons almost

ompletely

undergo beta de ay [13℄

n −→ p + e− + ν̄e ,
whi h results in the

(3.13)

This is the dominating GZK
17
neutrino produ tion pro ess for neutrino energies Eν lower than ∼10
eV.

3.4

reation of ele tron antineutrinos.

Cosmi ray s attering o the osmi UV-opti al
and infrared ba kgrounds

Besides the GZK me hanism, there is another very similar pro ess, namely the intera tion of

osmi

ray protons with the infrared, opti al, and ultraviolet photon ba k-

ground [7℄. The dieren e is that photons of the CIB and CUVOB have energies

Eγ

whi h are up to three orders of magnitude larger than those of CMB photons. Thus,
the threshold energy

EUV

for

osmi

ray protons undergoing these s attering pro ess,

whi h is dened by Eq. (3.10), is approximately three orders of magnitude lower than

EGZK

EUV ≃ 1017 eV .

However, the neutrino

(3.14)

reation me hanisms (3.12a), (3.12b), and (3.13) stay the same.

The energy density of the CIB and the CUVOB is approximately two orders of
magnitude lower than the energy density of the CMB. This greatly in reases the mean
free path for
to the

osmi

ray protons to undergo rea tions like (3.9a) or (3.9b)

ompared

orresponding mean free path in the GZK pro ess. However, sin e the

ray spe trum follows a power law, the ux of

osmi

osmi

ray protons in the energy regime

relevant to CIB and CUVOB s attering is almost eight orders of magnitude higher
than that relevant to CMB s attering. This is why the ux of
and antineutrinos

be larger than that of GZK neutrinos and antineutrinos, but
energy

Eν

3 The

osmogeni

neutrinos

reated as a result of CIB and CUVOB s attering is expe ted to
entered at an neutrino

approximately three orders of magnitude lower than the GZK neutrino ux.

3

ombination of larger mean free path of osmi ray protons and higher osmi ray
ux is also the reason why the osmi ray spe trum is not signi antly altered by CIB and
CUVOB s attering in ontrast to the GZK pro ess whi h leads to the GZK uto.

3.5. Energy spe trum of high-energy osmogeni neutrinos

3.5
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Energy spe trum of high-energy osmogeni
neutrinos

Summarizing the two previous se tions, high-energy

osmogeni

neutrinos and antineu-

trinos are produ ed by pion de ay in the ratio

N(νe + ν e ) : N(νµ + ν µ ) : N(ντ + ν τ ) = 1 : 2 : 0 ,
where

N(να + ν α )

Moreover, they are

(3.15)

denotes the number of neutrinos and antineutrinos with avor

α.

reated by neutron de ay in the ratio

N(νe + ν e ) : N(νµ + ν µ ) : N(ντ + ν τ ) = 1 : 0 : 0 ,

(3.16)

where the maximum of the neutrino spe trum of the latter pro ess lies approximately
two orders of magnitude below that of the former pro ess.

On the other hand, the

spe trum of neutrinos and antineutrinos produ ed in CIB and CUVOB s attering is
shifted approximately three orders of magnitude to lower energies
spe trum of GZK neutrinos and antineutrinos.

ompared to the

Sin e the spe tral ux of neutrinos

and antineutrinos produ ed in CIB and CUVOB s attering is larger than that of GZK
neutrinos and antineutrinos, its pion de ay
de ay

omponent should dominate the neutron

omponent of the GZK neutrino spe trum, i.e. we expe t high-energy

neutrinos and antineutrinos above a

ertain energy in the ratio

N(νe + ν e ) : N(νµ + ν µ ) : N(ντ + ν τ ) = 1 : 2 : 0 .
A quantitative

osmogeni

al ulation of the spe trum of high-energy

osmogeni

(3.17)
neutrinos and

antineutrinos in luding the des ribed neutrino produ tion pro esses was performed in
Ref. [7℄. Their result is shown in Fig. 3.5. In this work, however, we are not interested
in the exa t shape of the neutrino spe trum. We are only interested in the ratios of
dierent neutrino avors. Figure 3.5 shows that osmogeni neutrinos and antineutrinos
14
with energies above 10
eV are to a very good degree generated in the ratio

N(νe + ν e ) : N(νµ + ν µ ) : N(ντ + ν τ ) = 1 : 2 : 0 ,
as it was anti ipated in the pre eeding

onsiderations.

(3.18)
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Estimated ux of osmogeni neutrinos and antineutrinos dependent
on neutrino energy Eν , as given in [7℄. The long-dashed line shows the ombined
ux of muon neutrinos and antineutrinos from photopion de ay, the short-dashed
line the ombined ux of ele tron neutrinos and antineutrinos from photopion
de ay, the full squares the ele tron antineutrino ux from neutron de ay, and
the solid line orresponds to the sum of all ontributions to the neutrino and
antineutrino ux.
Figure 3.5.

Chapter 4
I eCube experiment
The I eCube Neutrino Observatory [15℄ is a neutrino teles ope lo ated at the AmundsenS ott base at the South Pole, Antar ti a. It is the su
3
sized neutrino dete tor.

essor of the AMANDA teles ope

and will be the rst km

The main neutrino dete tor material of I eCube is the polar i e at the South Pole.
After

ompletion, the dete tor will onsist of an in-i e array situated in depths between
3
1450 m and 2450 m and it will over an i e volume of about one km . In detail, 80 strings

with 60 digital opti al modules (DOMs) ea h will be deployed in the i e in a hexagonal
arrangement, with the strings being separated 125 m from ea h other. The DOMs are
equipped with 25

m diameter Hamamatsu photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) and ele tro-

ni s whi h digitize the measured signals. Additionally, the I eCube experiment features
the I eTop air shower array at the surfa e. It will

onsist of two i e Cherenkov tanks

lose to the hole of ea h in-i e string and every tank will be equipped with two of the
same DOMs whi h are in operation in the underground dete tor. The I eTop array will
be used for

alibration and ba kground studies as well as a supplement to the in-i e

dete tor in studying

osmi

rays.

Figure 4.1 shows a graphi al representation of the

I eCube experiment with the in-i e strings and the I eTop air shower array.
At the beginning of 2007, 22 in-i e strings and 26 I eTop stations were deployed [16℄
and it is planned to install 14 additional strings and I eTop stations every austral
summer.

4.1

Tau neutrino events in the I eCube experiment

In Chapter 5, it will be dis ussed in detail that standard MD neutrino os illations lead
14
to the following ratio of osmogeni neutrinos and antineutrinos with energy Eν > 10
eV on Earth:

N(νe + ν e ) : N(νµ + ν µ ) : N(ντ + ν τ ) = 1 : 1 : 1 .
23

(4.1)
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The I eCube neutrino observatory with the I eTop air shower array
at the surfa e and in-i e strings. For illustration, a true-to-s ale image of the
Eiel tower is in luded. The AMANDA teles ope is in luded in I eCube and is
indi ated as a dark ylinder. The lled ir les on top show the ompleted strings
and I eTop stations in February 2006, whereas the open ir les orrespond to
additional nished I eTop stations. The gure is taken from Ref. [15℄.
Figure 4.1.
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Compared to the initial ratio (3.18) there is an ex ess of tau neutrinos and antineutrinos.
It is anti ipated that the I eCube neutrino observatory is able to dete t this ex ess of
high-energy tau neutrinos and antineutrinos by means of several dierent signatures [17℄.
The variety of signatures arises from the fa t that a se ondary tau lepton produ ed in
a

harged- urrent intera tion of the primary

osmogeni

tau neutrino/antineutrino, in

whi h it obtains 0.75 times the tau neutrino/antineutrino energy
de ay length of about 50 m per PeV.
up to 20 PeV

an be fully

1

Eν

in average, has a

Therefore, only tau events with tau energies

Eτ

ontained in the I eCube dete tor. For higher energies, only

the produ tion vertex or the de ay vertex of the tau is observable in the dete tor. The
de ay verti es

an be of dierent kind, sin e the tau lepton

with bran hing ratios of
ing ratio of

∼65

τ − −→ e− + ν̄e + ντ ,

(4.2a)

τ − −→ µ− + ν̄µ + ντ ,

(4.2b)

∼18 % and ∼17 %, respe

% [13℄.

an de ay leptoni ally,

tively, or hadroni ally with a bran h-

For the antitaus, we have respe tive de ays with the same

bran hing ratios. The possible signatures for dierent tau energies

Eτ

will be des ribed

in detail in the following. The distin tion between tau-neutrino and tau-antineutrino
events will be omitted from now on, sin e the tau-antineutrino events follow exa tly
the same prin iple as the des ribed tau-neutrino events.

4.1.1

Double-bang signature

A double-bang signature denotes an event in whi h two separated showers are observed
within the dete tor. The primary tau neutrino produ es a tau lepton inside the dete tor
volume by the rea tion

ντ + N −→ τ − + X ,
where

N

denotes a nu leon and

of Cherenkov light.

X

a hadroni shower, whi h is observed by the emittan e

When the tau lepton de ays to an ele tron, see Eq. (4.2a), or

hadroni ally, it produ es a se ond shower, an ele tromagneti
a hadroni
event is

(4.3)

one in the rst

ase and

one in the se ond. This means that the bran hing ratio for a double-bang

∼82

%. For being distinguishable, the two showers, whi h are

onne ted by

the Cherenkov light tra e of the tau lepton, must be separated by at least 100 m. The
tau de ay length is only larger than this distan e if its energy
the other hand,

Eτ

1 Re

Eν

is high enough. On

must not be too high in order to have both showers

the dete tor volume. These
energy

Eτ

onstraints give an a

of approximately 2-20 PeV.

all 1 PeV = 1015 eV.

onned within

eptan e range of the tau neutrino

Chapter 4. I eCube experiment
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Eν

Signature

Bran hing ratio

energy a

Double-bang

82 %

Lollipop

82 %

&5

PeV

Inverted-lollipop

100 %

&5

PeV

Sugardaddy

18 %

∼

∼

eptan e

2-20 PeV

5 PeV - 1 EeV

Table 4.1. Summary of the tau-neutrino and tau-antineutrino signatures whi h
are expe ted to be a essible to the I eCube neutrino observatory.

4.1.2

Lollipop signature

If the primary neutrino intera ts with a nu leon su iently far from the dete tor, the
resulting shower

annot be observed. However, the produ ed tau lepton

an enter the

dete tor volume and there de ay into a shower, as des ribed in Se . 4.1.1. The signature
of the event in the dete tor is a Cherenkov light tra k entering the dete tor and ending
in a shower, whi h is somewhat reminis ent of a lollipop.

The tra k

orresponds to

the sti k of the lollipop and the shower to the ball-shaped sweet part. The bran hing
ratio of a lollipop event is, as in the

ase of a double-bang event,

minimal tau lepton de ay length of 200 m the energy a

4.1.3

∼82

%. Requiring a

eptan e range is

Eν & 5

PeV.

Inverted-lollipop signature

As the name indi ates, this is the inverse of the lollipop signature, i.e. the tau lepton
is

reated inside the dete tor volume and then leaves the dete tor without further

intera tion. Thus, the dete tor signature

onsists of a shower followed by a Cherenkov

light tra k leaving the dete tor. The bran hing ratio for this signature is 100 %, but
possibly, there is ba kground from muon neutrino harged- urrent events, sin e it is very
hard to distinguish the initial shower and the

reated muon from the

event. As for the lollipop signature, the energy a

eptan e range is

orresponding tau

Eν & 5

PeV if we

require a tau de ay length of at least 200 m.

4.1.4

Sugardaddy signature

This signature is the

omplement to the lollipop signature. The tau lepton is

outside the dete tor su h that the shower a
served.

ompanying this rea tion

reated

annot be ob-

Then, the tau enters the dete tor and de ays into a muon whi h leaves the

dete tor thereafter. This de ay has a bran hing ratio of

∼18

%. The resulting tra k in

the dete tor does not have to be kinked at the lo ation of the de ay. However, the tau
emits signi antly less Cherenkov light than the subsequent muon. This is the reason

4.1. Tau neutrino events in the I eCube experiment
for the name Sugardaddy whi h is a lollipop with a
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ylindri

sweet part ( orresponding

to the muon) on a sti k ( orresponding to the tau). For energies roughly between 1 PeV
and 1 EeV,

2

the

hange in Cherenkov light intensity is expe ted to be large enough to

be dete table by I eCube. Requiring the same 200 m tau de ay length as before, the
energy a

eptan e range of the sugardaddy signature is

Eν & 5

PeV and

Eν . 1

EeV.

Table 4.1 summarizes the introdu ed tau-neutrino and tau-antineutrino signatures.
The I eCube is expe ted to have event rates of 0.31

osmogeni

tau-neutrino/antineu-

trino events per year in the energy range from 0.1 PeV to 100 EeV [18℄ for the full
onguration of 80 deployed in-i e strings.
experiment will be able to

Thus, it is very likely that the I eCube

learly identify events indu ed by

osmogeni

tau neutrinos

or antineutrinos in this energy range if neutrino os illations are mass-dieren e driven.

2 Re

all 1 EeV = 1018 eV.

Chapter 5
Standard mass-dieren e neutrino
os illations and I eCube
Standard mass-dieren e (MD) neutrino os illations are governed by the Hamiltonian
(2.22) whi h shall be re alled here:

HMD =

1
U(θ12 , θ13 , θ23 , δ) · diag (0, ∆m221 , ∆m231 ) · U † (θ12 , θ13 , θ23 , δ) ,
2Eν

(5.1)

Eν is the neutrino energy, U the leptoni mixing matrix, θij the neutrino mixing
2
angles, ∆mk1 the neutrino mass-squared dieren es, and δ the CP-violating Dira phase.
MD
This yields a neutrino-os illation probability Pα
into neutrinos and antineutrinos of
avor α for the initial ondition (3.18), i.e. for osmogeni neutrinos and antineutrinos
14
with Eν > 10
eV,





2
∆m221 L
∆m231 L
1
†
†
†
MD
Uα1 U1e + Uα2 exp −i
U2e + Uα3 exp −i
U3e
Pα =
3
2Eν
2Eν





2
2
∆m21 L
∆m231 L
†
†
†
+ 2 Uα1 U1µ + Uα2 exp −i
U2µ + Uα3 exp −i
U3µ ,
2Eν
2Eν

where

(5.2)
where

L

is the travel distan e of the

osmogeni

neutrinos/antineutrinos. This formula

arises from the general MD neutrino-os illation probability (2.8) and des ribes neutrino
os illations relevant to the I eCube experiment.
20
If an upper limit of Eν of 10
eV is assumed and it holds that

L ≫ 100 pc ,
then the travel distan e

L

(5.3)

is mu h larger than the os illation lengths

Losc,k1 =
29

4πEν
,
∆m2k1

(5.4)
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for

k ∈ {2, 3},

mogeni

and the dieren e

Losc,31 − Losc,21 .

Condition (5.3) is fullled for

neutrinos and antineutrinos originating from outside our galaxy. In this

Eq. (5.2)

an be averaged over

PαMD

L

θ13 = 0

and

θ23 = π/4,

os illation probabilities

PeMD = PµMD = PτMD =
whi h means that we expe t to dete t

Eν > 1014

osmogeni

1
,
3

(5.6)

neutrinos and antineutrinos with

eV on Earth (approximately) in the ratio

for the present experimental values of
tial

(5.5)

one obtains the neutrino-

N(νe + ν e ) : N(νµ + ν µ ) : N(ντ + ν τ ) = 1 : 1 : 1 ,
The o

ase,

and simplies to

3

1 X
† 2
† 2
.
Uαj Uje + 2 Uαj Ujµ
=
3 j=1

For the neutrino mixing angles

os-

θ13

and

(5.7)

θ23 .

urren e of tau neutrinos and antineutrinos in (5.7) in

ontrast to the ini-

ondition (3.18) is of importan e. Sin e there are no other sour es of these high-

energy tau neutrinos and antineutrinos, the experimental observation of su h a tau
neutrino/antineutrino in the I eCube experiment would be potential eviden e of MD
neutrino os illations.

Chapter 6
Nonstandard neutrino os illations and
I eCube
Nonstandard neutrino os illations in orporate ee ts from new physi s in addition to
the established standard MD neutrino os illations. The parti ular
neutrino os illations whi h is

onsidered here is based on the assumption that neutrinos

have Fermi-point splitting (FPS), in analogy to the fermioni
in

ase of nonstandard

ertain quantum gases of fermioni

quasi-parti les o

urring

atoms at ultralow temperatures [19℄. In su h sys-

tems, a quantum phase transition between a va uum state with fully-gapped fermioni
spe trum and a va uum state with Fermi points, i.e. points in three-momentum spa e
at whi h the energy vanishes, is predi ted. This phase transition o
BEC-BCS

rossover region, where BEC stands for Bose-Einstein

urs in the so- alled
ondensate and BCS

for Bardeen, Cooper, and S hrieer, i.e. the super ondu tive regime.
Fermi points in three-momentum spa e by

b1

and

b2 ,

we

Denoting two

an dene the splitting

∆b21

between these two Fermi points:

∆b21 ≡ b2 − b1 .
We

an

arry over the

(6.1)

on ept of FPS to elementary parti le physi s. If neutrinos

are assumed to have timelike FPS (in four-momentum spa e), it enters their dispersion
laws in the following way

Ej ≃ p ±

(j)
b0

m2j
,
+
2p

(6.2)

(j)

j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, where p denotes the neutrino momentum, b0 the FPS parameters, and
(j)
mj the neutrino masses. Only for non-zero b0 , we an obtain Ej = 0 and as a result
FPS. The altered dispersion relations result in the following extension of HMD [20℄:
1
U(θ12 , θ13 , θ23 , δ) · diag (0, ∆m221 , ∆m231 ) · U † (θ12 , θ13 , θ23 , δ)
HMD+FPS =
2Eν
(21)
(31)
+ V (χ12 , χ13 , χ23 , ω) · diag (0, ∆b0 , ∆b0 ) · V † (χ12 , χ13 , χ23 , ω) ,
for

(6.3)

31
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where the FPS part is parametrized by the matrix
mixing matrix
phase

ω.

U,

the angles

χij ,

the FPS dieren

V , the FPS equivalent of the leptoni
(k1)
(k)
(1)
es ∆b0
≡ b0 − b0 , and a omplex

The relative phases between the MD and the FPS se tor have been

to be zero. The domains of the FPS angles

Eν → ∞

χij

and the FPS phase

h πi
,
χij ∈ 0,
2
ω ∈ [0, 2π).

If we denote the energy eigenvalues of
following energy-eigenvalue dieren es

HMD+FPS

k ∈ {2, 3}.

(6.4b)
by

an be dened

ǫj ≡ ǫj (Eν ), for j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, the

the neutrino-os

ǫj ,

whi h diagonalizes

this matrix

PαMD+FPS =

3

1 X
† 2
† 2
.
Wαj Wje
+ 2 Wαj Wjµ
3 j=1

This formula is valid if the following
dieren es

Sin e

(6.5)

HMD+FPS . It is notable that, as the
W is dependent on Eν . When FPS is in orporated,
MD+FPS
illation probability Pα
orresponding to that in Eq. (5.5) be omes

There exists a matrix
energy eigenvalues

W

are in the limit

(6.4a)

∆ǫk1 ≡ ǫk − ǫ1 ,
where

ω

hosen

(6.6)

onditions hold true for the energy-eigenvalue

∆ǫk1 :

osmogeni

|∆ǫk1 | L ≫ 1 ,

(6.7a)

|∆ǫ31 − ∆ǫ21 | L ≫ 1 .

(6.7b)

Eν > 1014 eV most likely
limit on L of the order of one

neutrinos and antineutrinos with energies

originate from outside our galaxy, we will assume a lower
megaparse . This assumption results in the

onditions

|∆ǫk1 | ≫ 10−29 eV ,

(6.8a)

|∆ǫ31 − ∆ǫ21 | ≫ 10−29 eV .

(6.8b)

In the limit of low neutrino energies

Eν ,

the MD part in

HMD+FPS

dominates over the

FPS part and the energy eigenvalues have the limits

∆ǫ21 →

∆m221
,
2Eν

(6.9a)

∆ǫ31 →

∆m231
.
2Eν

(6.9b)
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Therefore, it results from the

This is the

ase for

onditions (6.8a) and (6.8b) that the following must hold:

∆m2k1
≫ 10−29 eV , for k ∈ {2, 3} ,
2Eν

(6.10a)


1
∆m231 − ∆m221 ≫ 10−29 eV .
2Eν

(6.10b)

Eν ≪ 4 × 1024 eV ,

(6.11)

an energy well above the highest observable energies of

osmogeni

neutrinos and an-

tineutrinos. Moreover, it has to hold that

(k1)

∆b0

(31)

∆b0
sin e in the limit

Eν → ∞,

≫ 10−29 eV , k ∈ {2, 3} ,
(21)

(6.12a)

≫ 10−29 eV ,

− ∆b0

the energy-eigenvalue dieren es

(6.12b)

∆ǫk1

have the limits

(21)

,

(6.13a)

(31)

.

(6.13b)

∆ǫ21 → ∆b0
∆ǫ31 → ∆b0

Performing perturbation theory, one obtains the following behavior of the energy2
eigenvalue dieren es ∆ǫk1 in rst order of ∆m31 /(2Eν ):

∆ǫ21 ≃

(21)
∆b0



∆m231 h
2
cos(2χ12 ) 2 cos (χ13 ) + sin(2χ23 ) cos(2χ13 ) − 3
+
8Eν
i
− 4 sin(2χ12 ) sin(χ13 ) cos(2χ23 ) cos(ω) ,
(31)

∆ǫ31 ≃ ∆b0

+



∆m231 h
cos(2χ12 ) + 3 cos(2χ13 ) sin(2χ23 ) + 1
16Eν

+ 2 sin2 (χ12 ) 3 sin(2χ23 ) − 1
i
− 4 sin(2χ12 ) sin(χ13 ) cos(2χ23 ) cos(ω) ,

∆m221 /(2Eν ) are
hosen to be θ13 = 0

where terms of the order
os illation angles are

Eqs. (6.14a) and (6.14b)

(6.14b)

negle ted and the standard MD neutrinoand

θ23 = π/4.

The energy

an be positive as well as negative.

stan es, this results in an interse tion of

(6.14a)

ǫ1

and

ǫ2

Under

at a spe i

orre tions in
ertain

ir um-

EI ,

i.e. the

energy

ondition (6.8b) would not be fullled around this energy. However, the energy interval
in whi h Eq. (6.6) would not be valid is very small if the
apply.

onditions (6.12a) and (6.12b)
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We are interested in whi h way the in lusion of FPS

an alter the standard MD

HMD+FPS is suppressed
Eν , one preferably goes to high neutrino energies, in order to

neutrino-os illation probabilities (5.6). Sin e the MD term in
with rising neutrino energy

observe possible ee ts of FPS on neutrino os illations. The I eCube experiment with
15
its apability of dete ting osmogeni tau neutrinos and antineutrinos with Eν > 10
eV is a promising

andidate for this task. Therefore, we will on entrate on FPS ee ts
MD+FPS
entering the tau neutrino-os illation probability Pτ
. However, the rst thing
whi h has to be investigated is the question when FPS has no or only very little ee t
MD
on Pτ
= 1/3. This an be determined in the limit Eν → ∞ where the MD term
in

HMD+FPS

is

ompletely suppressed.

be omes

PτFPS

Then, the tau neutrino-os illation probability

3

1 X
2
† 2
.
Vτ j Vje† + 2 Vτ j Vjµ
=
3 j=1

(6.15)

Figures 6.1-6.4 show the regions in the phase spa e of χ12 , χ13 , and χ23 for whi h
PτFPS > 0.3, i.e. a maximal de rease of 10 % with respe t to PτMD . The phase ω is set
1
to a dierent value in ea h gure, namely ω = 0, ω = π/3, ω = 2π/3, and ω = π . The
gures indi ate that the regions in the FPS parameter spa e for whi h FPS ee ts do
not de rease the tau neutrino-os illation probability signi antly

χ23 ≃
as long as

χ13 < π/4.

This in ludes the

π
,
4

(6.16)

ombination

χ12 = 0.58, χ13 = 0, χ23 =
whi h

χ13 , χ23

on entrate around

π
,
4

orresponds to the standard MD neutrino-os illation

(6.17)

ase. For larger values of

an obtain arbitrary values. However, the point

χ12 = χ23 =
is no longer allowed, as it is the

ase as long as

π
4

χ13

(6.18)

is small. It should also be noted that

a signi ant enhan ement of the tau neutrino-os illation probability is not possible. It
holds that

PτFPS < 0.35 .

(6.19)

PτMD+FPS does not deviate
mu h from the standard value of 1/3 ex ept for a onstrained Eν interval where possible
interferen e ee ts between the MD term and the FPS term in HMD+FPS are dominant.

Thus, for the phase spa e regions shown in Figs. 6.1-6.4,

1 It

is su ient to onsider ω ∈ [0, π], sin e PτFPS is symmetri in ω , as it will be shown in
Eq. (6.37).
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Sli es in the χ12 χ23 plane for whi h PτFPS > 0.3 is fullled. Dierent
sli es orrespond to dierent values of χ13 . The phase ω is set to ω = 0.
Figure 6.1.
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Sli es in the χ12 χ23 plane for whi h PτFPS > 0.3 is fullled. Dierent
sli es orrespond to dierent values of χ13 . The phase ω is set to ω = π/3.
Figure 6.2.
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sli es orrespond to dierent values of χ13 . The phase ω is set to ω = 2π/3.
Figure 6.3.
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P (PτFPS > 0.3) = 0.24
P (PτFPS < 0.15) = 0.25
P (PτFPS < 0.075) = 0.10
Numeri al values of the probability that PτFPS stays above or falls
below ertain thresholds Pt .
Table 6.1.

We would like to estimate the probabilities for dierent

ases of FPS altering the

tau neutrino-os illation probability. Sin e we basi ally know nothing about the values
of

χ12 , χ13 , χ23 ,

and

ω,

we will assume ea h point in the parameter spa e as equally
FPS
staying above or falling below a threshold Pt
probable. Then, the probability for Pτ
is given by

P (PτFPS ≷ Pt ) =

Z

0

π

Z

π
2

0

Z

0

π
2

Z

0

π
2

dω dχ12 dχ13 dχ23 Θ(±PτFPS ∓ Pt )
,
 π 3
π
2

(6.20)

Θ is the Heaviside step fun tion and π(π/2)3 is the volume of the whole parameter
FPS
spa e. P (Pτ
< Pt ) is also a measure for the probability that an experiment, whi h
FPS
is able to distinguish the ase Pτ
< Pt from the standard MD neutrino-os illation
ase, dete ts ee ts from FPS. Numeri al results for dierent values of Pt are given
FPS
in Table 6.1. There is a 24 % han e that Pτ
stays above 0.3, whi h orresponds
where

to the previously dis ussed

ase. The probability is 25 % for FPS altering the tau
FPS
neutrino-os illation probability signi antly (Pτ
< 0.15). For a dramati alteration
FPS
< 0.075), there is a han e of 10 %.
of the tau neutrino-os illation probability (Pτ
This means that, in prin ipal, there is quite a large probability for possible FPS ee ts
being observable in the os illations of high-energy
The

ase in luding a dramati

osmogeni

neutrinos.

alteration of the tau neutrino-os illation probability

is the most interesting one, in parti ular when

PτFPS = 0 .
This is fullled if there is no
part of

HMD+FPS,

onne tion between the

i.e. if the following two

Ve2 V2τ† + ∆b0

(21)

Vµ2 V2τ† + ∆b0

∆b0
whi h is the

ase for

νe νµ

se tor and

ντ

in the FPS

onditions hold

(21)

∆b0

(6.21)

(31)

Ve3 V3τ† = 0 ,

(6.22a)

(31)

Vµ3 V3τ† = 0 ,

(6.22b)

ertain regions in the FPS parameter spa e, parti ularly

χ13 = 0 ,

(6.23a)
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χ23 = 0 ,
with

χ12

As a

and

ω

(6.23b)

being arbitrary.

on rete example, we will

onsider the

whi h is very similar to quark mixing. This

ase of no mixing in the FPS se tor

orresponds to the following standard MD

neutrino-os illation and FPS parameters:

θ12 = 0.58, θ13 = 0, θ23 = π/4,
∆m221 = 7.9 × 10−5 eV2 , ∆m231 = 2.6 × 10−3 eV2 , δ = 0,
χ12 = 0, χ13 = 0, χ23 = 0,
(21)

∆b0

(31)

= 5 × 10−18 eV, ∆b0

= 10−17 eV, ω = 0,

(6.24a)

(6.24b)

where the standard MD neutrino-os illation parameters (6.24a) are

hosen a ording to
(k1)
is motivated
hoi e of the FPS dieren es ∆b0

present experimental results [21℄. The
(31)
to be the larger FPS dieren e. Then, the FPS
as follows. Let us rst dene ∆b0
part in HMD+FPS dominates over the standard MD part if

∆m231
(31)
< ∆b0 .
2Eν
For the

hosen value of

(31)

∆b0

, this

(6.25)

ondition is fullled if

Eν & 1014 eV .

(6.26)

PτMD+FPS

signi antly deviates
FPS
from the standard MD value of 1/3 in this energy domain. Sin e a ase with Pτ
=0
is onsidered, we assume that
PτMD+FPS → 0 ,
(6.27)

Therefore, it is expe ted that in the

onsidered

ase,

if the FPS part is at least one order of magnitude larger than the standard MD part,
i.e.

10
For the

hosen value of

(31)

∆b0

∆m231
(31)
< ∆b0 .
2Eν

(6.28)

, this results in an energy range

Eν & 1015 eV ,
whi h

orresponds to the total energy a

(6.29)

eptan e range of the I eCube tau-neutrino

and tau-antineutrino events des ribed in Se . 4.1.
The energy-eigenvalue dieren es

∆ǫk1

of the

Fig. 6.5. Equations (6.14a) and (6.14b) yield for the

onsidered example are shown in
hosen parameters
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Energy-eigenvalue dieren es ∆ǫk1 , k ∈ {2, 3}, for the standard MD
neutrino-os illation parameters (6.24a) and the FPS parameters (6.24b). The
dashed lines show the eigenvalues of the standard MD neutrino-os illation me hanism ∆m2k1 /(2Eν ), k ∈ {2, 3}.

Figure 6.5.

(21)

+


2 
∆m231
+ O ∆m231 /(2Eν )
,
4Eν

(6.30a)

(31)

+


2 
∆m231
+ O ∆m231 /(2Eν )
.
4Eν

(6.30b)

∆ǫ21 ≃ ∆b0
∆ǫ31 ≃ ∆b0
This suggests that
also shows that the

∆ǫ21

and

∆ǫ31

grow monotoni ally with de reasing

Eν .

Figure 6.5

onditions (6.8a) and (6.8b) are fullled and that for high energies,

as it was anti ipated previously, one obtains the limits

(21)

,

(6.31a)

(31)

,

(6.31b)

∆m221
,
2Eν

(6.32a)

∆m231
.
→
2Eν

(6.32b)

∆ǫ21 → ∆b0
∆ǫ31 → ∆b0
as well as for low energies

∆ǫ21 →
∆ǫ31

MD+FPS
2
is shown in Fig. 6.6.
For energies
The resulting energy dependen e of Pτ
14
below 10
eV, it resembles the standard MD neutrino-os illation ase with a value of

2 Although

to 1012

Eq. (6.6) is only valid for Eν > 1014 eV the energy range in Fig. 6.6 is extended
eV for illustration purposes.
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Neutrino-os illation probability PτMD+FPS , as dened by (6.6), for
the standard MD neutrino-os illation parameters (6.24a) and the FPS parameters
(6.24b). The dashed line shows the standard MD neutrino-os illation probability
PτMD = 1/3.

Figure 6.6.

14
eV, the probability de reases rapidly, approa hing
1/3. For energies larger than 10
15
zero at around 10
eV, as it was anti ipated previously.
We will now

onsider a se ond example whi h is similar to the previous one, but it

in orporates large mixing in the FPS se tor. Therefore, only the FPS mixing angles

χ12 , χ13 ,

and

χ23

are

hanged

ompared to the pre eeding

ase. The parti ular

hoi e

of standard MD neutrino-os illation and FPS parameters is as follows:

θ12 = 0.58, θ13 = 0, θ23 = π/4,
∆m221

= 7.9 × 10−5 eV2 , ∆m231 = 2.6 × 10−3 eV2 , δ = 0,
χ12 = 0, χ13 = π/4, χ23 = π/2,
(21)

∆b0

(31)

= 5 × 10−18 eV, ∆b0

The resulting energy-eigenvalue dieren es

= 10−17 eV, ω = 0.

∆ǫk1

are shown in Fig. 6.7.

(6.33a)

(6.33b)
They show

very similar behavior as in the previous example whi h is suggested by the results of
Eqs. (6.14a) and (6.14b)


2 
∆m231
+ O ∆m231 /(2Eν )
,
8Eν

2 
(31)
≃ ∆b0 + O ∆m231 /(2Eν )
.
(21)

∆ǫ21 ≃ ∆b0
∆ǫ31
Here, the se ond order
is positive.

+

orre tion of

ǫ2 ,

(6.34a)

(6.34b)

being the largest energy-eigenvalue dieren e,
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Energy-eigenvalue dieren es ∆ǫk1 , k ∈ {2, 3}, for the standard MD
neutrino-os illation parameters (6.33a) and the FPS parameters (6.33b). The
dashed lines show the eigenvalues of the standard MD neutrino-os illation me hanism ∆m2k1 /(2Eν ), k ∈ {2, 3}.

Figure 6.7.
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Neutrino-os illation probability PτMD+FPS , as dened by (6.6), for
the standard MD neutrino-os illation parameters (6.33a) and the FPS parameters
(6.33b). The dashed line shows the standard MD neutrino-os illation probability
PτMD = 1/3.

Figure 6.8.
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The energy dependen e of

PτMD+FPS

is shown in Fig. 6.8. Sin e the

hoi e

χ12 = 0,

χ13 = π/4,

and χ23 = π/2 fullls, as in the ase of all three angles being zero, the
MD+FPS
onditions (6.22a) and (6.22a), Pτ
behaves very similar to the previous example.
14
For energies below 10
eV, it resembles the standard MD neutrino-os illation ase with
14
a value of 1/3. Above 10
eV, the probability de reases rapidly and approa hes zero
15
at around 10
eV.
What do the pre eeding

onsiderations imply for the I eCube experiment? It has

been shown that it depends on the mixing in the FPS se tor, i.e. the values obtained
by

χ12 , χ13 ,

experiment

and

χ23 ,

whether FPS

ompared to the

an or

annot ae t the results of the I eCube

ase of standard MD neutrino os illations. However, if the

FPS mixing angles have the appropriate values, the tau neutrino-os illation probability
drops to zero for su iently high neutrino energies
MD+FPS
to Eq. (6.28), we have as ondition for Pτ
≃

Eν & 5

Putting in the

on rete values of

∆m231

∆m231
(31)

∆b0

and

Eν .
0

More quantitatively, a

ording

.

(31)

∆b0

(6.35)

hosen before this yields

Eν & 1015 eV .
This energy range

orresponds to the

omplete energy a

(6.36)
eptan e range of tau-neutrino

and tau-antineutrino events in the I eCube experiment des ribed in Se . 4.1.

Thus,

the I eCube experiment would not observe any of the dis ussed tau-neutrino or tau15
eV in ontrast to the expe tations arising
antineutrino events at energies above 10
from the predi tions of the standard MD neutrino-os illation me hanism.
The absen e of tau-neutrino and tau-antineutrino events at energies above

1015

eV

would suggest that there are nonstandard ontributions to neutrino os illations, possibly
from FPS. However, the experimental veri ation of this s enario is a

ompli ated task,

sin e statisti s in the relevant energy region is expe ted to be poor for the I eCube
experiment (see Se . 4.1). Better statisti s would help here. Moreover, better statisti s
ould make it possible to distinguish between the standard MD neutrino-os illation ase
and a less dramati

alteration of the neutrino-os illation probability by FPS. This is
FPS
favorable, sin e a s enario fullling Pτ
< 0.15 is far more probable than a s enario
for whi h a very small value of Pt as upper limit is demanded (see Table 6.1).
−17
eV. This
In the ases dis ussed, the FPS dieren es were hosen of the order of 10
is the lower limit for the FPS dieren es, in order to obtain no tau-neutrino or tau15
antineutrino events at energies above 10
eV. Present bounds on the FPS dieren es
−13
−14
are of the order of 10
eV - 10
eV [22℄. The I eCube experiment is therefore
sensitive to FPS dieren es whi h are at least three orders of magnitude smaller than
the present bounds.
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Another matter of interest is the question how the results of the I eCube experiment
FPS
an be inuen ed by the FPS phase ω . The terms in Pτ
whi h depend on ω an be
summarized as

PτFPS, ω




1 1
=
sin (4χ12 ) sin (χ13 ) 1 + sin2 (χ13 ) sin (4χ23 )
6 2

− cos2 (χ13 ) sin (2χ23 ) cos(ω)

2
2
2
− sin (2χ12 ) sin (χ13 ) sin (2χ23 ) cos(2ω) .

The variation of this quantity
addition, the possible

hoi es for the other two angles

χ12 =
PτFPS, ω

χ12

ombination of the mixing angles is

π
π
π
, χ13 = , χ23 = .
8
4
8

(6.38)

is

PτFPS, ω=0 − PτFPS, ω=π
whi h

χ13 is not too small. In
and χ23 are also restri ted.

an only be of signi ant size if

A suitable and not too unrealisti

Then, the variation of

(6.37)

oin ides with the variation of

the neutrino-os illation probability

√
3 2−1
=
≃ 0.14 ,
24

PτMD+FPS

PτMD+FPS

in the limit

(6.39)

Eν → ∞.

for the following

Figure 6.9 shows

hoi e of standard MD

neutrino-os illation and FPS parameters:

θ12 = 0.58, θ13 = 0, θ23 = π/4,
∆m221

= 7.9 × 10−5 eV2 , ∆m231 = 2.6 × 10−3 eV2 , δ = 0,
χ12 = π/8, χ13 = π/4, χ23 = π/8,
(21)

∆b0

The dieren e between the

(31)

= 5 × 10−18 eV, ∆b0
ase

ω = 0 and ω = π is

(6.40b)

= 10−17 eV.
onsidered. For

(6.40a)

ω = 0, there is only

an insigni ant deviation from the standard MD ase throughout the omplete energy
MD+FPS
14
starts to drop at an energy Eν ≃ 10
eV and
range. However, for ω = π , Pτ
16
falls to a value of about 0.18 for Eν & 10
eV. The dieren e between both urves at
high energies

oin ides very well with the dieren e

omputed in Eq. (6.39).

ω , i.e. the existen e of CP violation in the
MD+FPS
an alter the neutrino-os illation probability Pτ
quite signi antly.
MD+FPS
In the onsidered example, Pτ
is almost equal to the standard MD neutrinoos illation ase for ω = 0 and de reases to almost half of the standard MD value at
15
energies Eν & 10
eV for ω = π . However, it has to be emphasized that a nonMD+FPS
zero ω an only alter Pτ
signi antly for a quite restri ted range of values of
It has been shown that a non-zero phase

FPS se tor,
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Neutrino-os illation probability PτMD+FPS , as dened by (6.6), for
the standard MD neutrino-os illation parameters (6.40a) and the FPS parameters
(6.40b). The solid line orresponds to ω = 0 and the dashed line to ω = π .
The dotted line shows PτMD+FPS for the same standard MD neutrino-os illation
parameters and χ12 = 0, χ13 = π/4, χ23 = 0, and ω = 0.

Figure 6.9.

χ12 , χ13 ,

and

χ23 .

In parti ular,

χ13

must not be small. Moreover, it is not

lear if

the I eCube experiment is able to dis riminate between, e.g., the full and half of the
15
number of expe ted tau-neutrino and tau-antineutrino events at energies above 10
eV. This problem

ould be over ome by better statisti s, e.g. by an experiment with a

larger dete tor volume than I eCube.
However, if I eCube or any other similar experiment should be able to learly identify
a de ien y of these tau-neutrino and tau-antineutrino events, there is no possibility
to tell whether this de ien y arises from a non-zero phase

ω

or another

ombination

of FPS mixing angles with

ω = 0. This is illustrated
χ12 = 0, χ13 = π/4, and χ23 = 0 and

in Fig. 6.9, where the

with FPS angles

vanishing phase

for

This issue

omplementary experiments,

omparison.

ould only be over ome by

ω

ase

is shown

e.g. experiments whi h measure neutrino os illations at high energies dependent on the
propagation distan e

L

rather than averaged os illations. Summing up, it has to be

said that possible CP violation in the FPS se tor

an alter the results of the I eCube

experiment, but it is not possible for the I eCube experiment to make a statement if
there is or if there is not CP violation in the FPS se tor.

Chapter 7
Con lusion
Ultrahigh-energy osmi

rays with energies between

sured in experiments. These

osmi

rays

1017 and 3×1020 eV have been mea-

an s atter o

osmi

mi rowave ba kground

photons, a pro ess known as the GreisenZatsepinKuzmin me hanism. Moreover, similar s attering pro esses take pla e whi h involve other
the

osmi

osmi ba kgrounds, in parti ular

ultraviolet-opti al and infrared ba krounds. In these s attering pro esses,

photopions are

reated and in the de ay of these photopions, ele tron neutrinos, muon

neutrinos, and tau neutrinos along with the

orresponding antineutrinos are produ ed

in the ratio one to two to zero in very good approximation. This neutrino produ tion
me hanism is the dominating one for all
14
eV.
energies above 10
The absen e of initially

osmogeni

neutrinos and antineutrinos with

reated tau neutrinos and antineutrinos is of parti ular

importan e, sin e mass-dieren e neutrino os illations alter the neutrino-avor
position to equal fra tions of all avors during neutrino propagation.

om-

The I eCube

Neutrino Observatory is expe ted to be able to measure the resulting ex ess of osmo14
eV by means of several
tau neutrinos and antineutrinos with energies above 10
15
unique signatures, whi h are sensitive to energies greater than 10
eV. The observation
geni

of these

osmogeni

tau neutrinos and antineutrinos would be interpreted as further

eviden e for the existen e of mass-dieren e neutrino os illations.
In this work, neutrino os illations have been dis ussed whi h in lude nonstandard
ontributions arising from Fermi-point splitting. It has been

onsidered whi h ee t

these nonstandard neutrino os illations have on the results of the I eCube experiment.
In parti ular, a formula has been derived whi h des ribes neutrino os illations involving
Fermi-point splitting. This formula is valid for minimal neutrino propagation lengths
of one megaparse , whi h is a small distan e on
It has been shown that Fermi-point splitting
of

osmologi al s ales.
an alter the os illation probability

osmogeni

tau neutrinos and antineutrinos in su h a way that no tau neutrinos
15
or antineutrinos with energies above 10
eV arrive on Earth (see Figs. 6.6 and 6.8).
As a result, the I eCube experiment would not observe any of the events indu ed by
47
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these tau neutrinos or antineutrinos. This would then suggest that
Fermi-point splitting

ontributions from

ould be present in neutrino os illations.

The sensitivity of the I eCube experiment to

ontributions from Fermi-point split-

ting allows values of the Fermi-point splittings whi h are at least three orders of magnitude below present bounds. However, its sensitivity is restri ted to limited ombinations
of the mixing angles and the phase in the Fermi-point splitting se tor. This issue
be over ome by, e.g., a su

ould

essor of the I eCube experiment with better statisti s, whi h

would extend the sensitivity to a larger fra tion of the spa e of the Fermi-point splitting
mixing angles and the Fermi-point splitting phase. This extension would imply a larger
probability that ee ts from Fermi-point splitting

an be observed. See Table 6.1 for

a quantitative estimate. Table 6.1 also shows that there is a relatively large prin ipal
probability for being able to dete t possible ee ts from Fermi-point splitting in the
os illations of high-energy

osmogeni

neutrinos.

Ee ts from possible CP violation in the Fermi-point splitting se tor may be observable at the I eCube experiment (see Fig. 6.9).

However, a denite result on the

presen e of CP violation in the Fermi-point splitting se tor
Cube. This has to wait for

annot be expe ted from I e-

omplementary experimental data, e.g. from other neutrino-

os illation experiments with very high neutrino energies but, in
experiment, well-dened neutrino propagation distan e.

ontrast to the I eCube

Appendix A
GZK kinemati s
We want to derive a formula for the kinemati s of the GZK pro esses, in whi h a proton
+
and a photon produ e a ∆ . This problem is ee tively two+one-dimensional and the
onservation equations of energy and momentum are given by


 
 q 2

2
2
p
+
p
+
m
E
E
+
+
+
γ
∆ ,x
∆ ,y
∆
p p

 Ep2 − m2p  + Eγ cos θ = 

,
p∆+ ,x
Eγ sin θ
0
p +

(A.1)

∆ ,y

the photon energy, θ the angle
+
between the momenta of the initial proton and photon, m∆+ the ∆ mass, and p∆+ ,x
+
and p∆+ ,y the ∆ momentum in x and y dire tion, respe tively. The momentum of the
where

Ep

proton is

is the proton energy,

mp

the proton mass,

Eγ

hosen to point in x dire tion. Inserting the equations for

into the energy

2

p∆+ ,x

and

p∆+ ,y

onservation equation and subsequent squaring yields

(Ep + Eγ ) =

Ep2

−

m2p

+

Eγ2

q
cos θ + 2 Ep2 − m2p Eγ cos θ + Eγ2 sin2 θ + m2∆+ ,
2

(A.2)

and this simplies to

2 Ep Eγ =
where

p 2
Ep − m2p

−

m2p



m2p
Eγ cos θ ,
+ 2 Ep −
2Ep

(A.3)

m2p .

Sorting the terms

has been Taylor expanded to rst order in

with respe t to powers of

The last term

m2∆+

Ep

gives


2 (1 − cos θ) Eγ Ep2 − m2∆+ − m2p Ep + m2p Eγ cos θ = 0 .

an be negle ted and we obtain as result for the proton energy

Ep =

m2∆+ − m2p
.
2Eγ (1 − cos θ)
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(A.4)

Ep
(A.5)
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Zusammenfassung
Neutrinooszillationen bes hreiben das Verhalten von Neutrinos während ihrer Propagation.

Ein Neutrino, das mit einem bestimmten Flavor erzeugt wurde, muss ni ht

notwendiger Weise mit demselben Flavor vorgefunden werden, na hdem es eine gewisse
Stre ke propagiert ist. Vielmehr gibt es eine endli he Wahrs heinli hkeit, es mit einem
anderen Flavor vorzunden.
stände, nämli h

νe , νµ

und

Dies ist darauf zurü kzuführen, dass die drei Flavorzu-

ντ ,

ni ht die Neutrino-Eigenzustände sind.

Folgli h sind

die Flavorzustände Linearkombinationen der Eigenzustände. Man spri ht hier von Mis hung. Diese wird von drei Mis hwinkeln und einer CP-verletzenden Phase bes hrieben.
Im Standardbild, das man von Neutrinooszillationen (im Vakuum) hat, entspre hen
die Neutrino-Eigenzustände den Zuständen mit wohldenierter Masse.

Für Neutri-

nooszillationen ist hier notwendig, dass mindestend zwei Neutrinomassen von null vers hieden und ni ht entartet sind.

Da die Neutrinooszillationswahrs heinli hkeit in

diesem Fall von der Dierenz der Massenquadrate abhängt, nennt man diese Art der Oszillationen Massendierenz-Neutrinooszillationen. Die daraus resultierenden Ergebnisse
für die Neutrinooszillationswahrs heinli hkeiten stimmen sehr gut mit den Messungen
bisheriger Neutrinooszillationsexperimente überein.

Deswegen wird dieses Modell als

die Standardbes hreibung für Neutrinooszillationen betra htet.
Neben den dur h rein Massendierenzen induzierten Neutrinooszillationen gibt es
vers hiedene Modelle, die dieses Konzept erweitern. Die in dieser Arbeit betra htete
Form der Erweiterung basiert auf dem Konzept der sogenannten Fermipunkt-Aufspaltung. Man nimmt an, dass Neutrinos in Analogie zu den fermionis hen Quasiteil hen,
die in gewissen Quantengasen bei ultraniedrigen Temperaturen auftreten, FermipunktAufspaltungen haben. Dies führt zu einem zusätzli hen Term (neben dem Term, der
die Massendierenzen beinhaltet) im Hamilton-Operator, der Neutrinooszillationen bes hreibt.

Je na h Gröÿenordnung der Fermipunkt-Aufspaltung im Verglei h zu den

Massendierenzen können zusätzli he Eekte in Neutrinooszillationen auftreten.
Es ist von Interesse, wie man experimentell mögli he Eekte von FermipunktAufspaltung messen kann. Dazu geht man vorzugsweise zu hohen kinetis hen Energien
der Neutrinos, da Massendierenz induzierte Neutrinooszillationen mit zunehmender
Neutrinoenergie unterdrü kt werden. Eekte, die aus Fermipunkt-Aufspaltung resultieren, sind jedo h von der Neutrinonergie unabhängig.
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Die hö hsten Neutrinoenergien, die uns bekannt sind, trit man bei Neutrinos kosmis hen Ursprungs an. Bei ihrer Erzeugung spielen extrem ho henergetis he kosmis he
Strahlen die tragende Rolle.

Kosmis he Strahlen extrem hoher Energie können an

Photonen der kosmis hen Mikrowellen-Hintergrundstrahlung streuen.
wird GreisenZatsepinKuzmin-Me hanismus genannt.

Dieser Prozess

Darüber hinaus nden ähn-

li he Streuprozesse statt, die kosmis he Hintergrundstrahlung anderer Wellenlängen
einbeziehen. Dies betrit insbesondere die kosmis he ultraviolett-optis he und InfrarotHintergrundstrahlung.
In den Streuprozessen, die an Photonen vers hiedener kosmis her Hintergrund+
strahlungen stattnden, werden ∆ -Resonanzen erzeugt, die unter anderem in sogenannte Photopionen zerfallen. Diese Photopionen zerfallen weiter und erzeugen dabei
Neutrinos und Antineutrinos.

Elektronnneutrinos, Myonneutrinos und Tauneutrinos

werden zusammen mit den entspre henden Antineutrinos im Verhältnis eins zu zwei
zu null gebildet. Dies gilt in sehr guter Näherung. Die angespro henen Prozesse sind
die primäre Quelle für alle Neutrinos und Antineutrinos kosmis hen Ursprungs mit
14
eV.
Energien gröÿer als 10
Das Fehlen von Tauneutrinos und -antineutrinos als Produkt dieser Streuprozesse
ist von besonderer Relevanz. Massendierenz-Neutrinooszillationen verändern das anfängli he Verhältnis der vers hiedenen Neutrinoarten hin zu glei hen Anteilen aller
Flavors.

Dies bedeutet einen Übers huss an Tauneutrinos und -antineutrinos kos1014 eV, der auf der Erde messbar sein

mis hen Ursprungs mit Energien gröÿer als

sollte. Ein Na hweis dieses Übers husses würde als weiterer Beleg für die Existenz von
Massendierenz-Neutrinooszillationen gesehen werden.
Das I eCube-Neutrinoobservatorium ist ein derzeitiges Neutrinoexperiment, das si h
am Südpol bendet. Es benutzt das antarktis he Eis als Detektormaterial und wird in
fertig ausgebautem Zustand ein Detektorvolumen in der Gröÿenordung eines Quadratkilometers haben. In das polare Eis sind Photovervielfa herröhren an Strängen vertikal
äquidistant eingelassen. Dabei bilden die Stränge mit Photovervielfa herröhren, insgesamt sollen es 80 an der Zahl werden, von oben betra htet ein groÿes se hse kiges Gitter.
Bis Anfang 2007 waren 22 Stränge installiert, die Fertigstellung des Experimentes ist
für jenseits des Jahres 2010 geplant.
Das I eCube-Experiment wird den Erwartungen zufolge in der Lage sein, den Übers huss an Tauneutrinos und -antineutrinos kosmis hen Ursprungs mit Energien gröÿer
14
als 10
eV na hweisen zu können. Dies ist mit Hilfe vers hiedener eindeutiger Sig15
eV sensitiv sind. Die Gröÿenordnung
naturen mögli h, die für Energien gröÿer 10
dieser Neutrinoenergien ma ht das I eCube-Experiment zu einem viel verspre henden
Werkzeug, um Neutrinooszillationen auf mögli he Eekte eines erweiterten Neutrinooszillationsmodelles zu überprüfen.
In dieser Arbeit werden wie oben erwähnt Neutrinooszillationen basierend auf einem
erweiterten Modell, das Fermipunkt-Aufspaltung beinhaltet, betra htet.

Dabei wird

analysiert, inwieweit mögli he Eekte dieser Fermipunkt-Aufspaltung dur h das I eCube-
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Experiment messbar sind. Hierzu wurde eine Formel hergeleitet, die die Neutrinooszillationswahrs heinli hkeit mit einbezogener Fermipunkt-Aufspaltung bes hreibt. Diese
Formel ist für eine minimale dur h die Neutrinos zurü kgelegte Wegstre ke von einem
Megaparse

gültig, was eine kleine Distanz im Hinbli k auf kosmologis he Gröÿenord-

nungen ist.
Resultierend wurde gezeigt, dass Fermipunkt-Aufspaltung die Oszillationswahrs heinli hkeit von Tauneutrinos und -antineutrinos kosmis hen Ursprungs dahingehend
abändern kann, dass keine Tauneutrinos oder -antineutrinos mit Energien gröÿer als
1015 eV auf der Erde angelangen. In diesem Fall würde das I eCube-Experiment keines
der Ereignisse, die von diesen Tauneutrinos und -antineutrinos herrühren, beoba hten.
Dies würde dann darauf hindeuten, dass Fermipunkt-Aufspaltung einen Beitrag zu Neutrinooszillationen liefert. Das I eCube-Experiment ist dabei empndli h für Werte der
Fermipunkt-Aufspaltung, die mindestens drei Gröÿenordnungen unterhalb bisheriger
S hranken liegen.
Die Empndli hkeit des I eCube-Experiments gegenüber Fermipunkt-Aufspaltung
ist jedo h bes hränkt auf gewisse Kombinationenen der Mis hungswinkel und der Phase
im Berei h der Fermipunkt-Aufspaltung. Diese Problematik könnte zum Beispiel dur h
ein Na hfolgeexperiment von I eCube gelöst werden, das über bessere Statistik verfügen
würde. Dies würde die Empndli hkeit auf einen gröÿeren Teil des Parameterraumes der
Mis hwinkel und der Phase im Sektor der Fermipunkt-Aufspaltung erweitern und hätte
eine höhere Wahrs heinli hkeit zur Folge, dass Eekte der Fermipunkt-Aufspaltung
beoba htbar wären.
Eekte mögli her CP-Verletzung im Berei h der Fermipunkt-Aufspaltung sind unter
Umständen vom I eCube-Experiment beoba htbar. Ein eindeutiges Ergebnis darüber,
ob CP-Verletzung im Sektor der Fermipunkt-Aufspaltung vorliegt, kann vom I eCubeExperiment jedo h ni ht erwartet werden. Hierzu sind komplementäre experimentelle
Resultate erforderli h, zum Beispiel von anderen Neutrinooszillatonsexperimenten mit
sehr hohen Neutrinoenergien aber im Gegensatz zum I eCube-Experiment eindeutig
denierter Propagationsstre ke der Neutrinos.

